
Create Impact Statements addressing the major problems and issues affecting the Community, and major concerns of Constituent’s.

Clarification of Public Works concerns and issues in the Community: Need for Consistent and Regular Street Cleaning of our Major Corridors. Tree trimming, Sidewalk Repair, Pot Holes on our street being improperly fixed and repaired. Impact Statement needed to address these issues.

Complaints of street sweeper leaving more debris than they pick up. Plan to engage Dept. of Public works to increase constituent’s satisfaction.

Need for a strategy and meeting with Dept. of Street Services to create a dialogue to address constituents concerns to facilitate improvements.

Establish a dialogue with Council Members Marquees Harris-Dawson’s Office to develop an education campaign to inform constituents of issues that affect the Community and District.

Engage Council Member Marquees Harris-Dawson’s staff for listening tour to hear community issues, and provide more accessibility to Council Member to address community problems.

Need to create a dialogue and meetings with our Federal Representatives Maxine Waters and Karen Bass to inform them how LAX is impacting the community. We need their help to address FAA and LAX Airport problems in order to get Federal Money for improvements.

Establish priorities to get LAX and the FAA to follow proper guidelines of air space, and provide sound proofing to address Aircraft Issues that are creating noise, vibrations, air pollution, and environmental problems. Constituents must be involved to facilitate the need for intervention by our Federal Representatives. A maintenance program is needed for those who already have the sound proofing.
Infrastructure money and improvements needed to address traffic and air pollution, and other community problems that will arise from Inglewood Stadium Project. Get a monthly update as to how the Ralph’s Market improvement project is progressing. Need for regular updates from “Work Source” to notify constituents of job training and job opportunities.

Recommendation to get regular updates from Council Member Marquees Harris-Dawson’s Representative who is in charge of Planning and Land Use. Have him provide Neighborhood Empowerment Council and Neighborhood Council’s Planning and Land Use Committee of Projects, Development, and Land Use issues that are being planned for the Eighth District, including issue of Homeless Designated Parking and Designated Street Vending Districts.

The need for an impact statement in regards to the over-concentration of Charter Schools along the Western Avenue Corridor. Impacts: Stress on infrastructure, traffic congestion, etc. The meeting was adjourned By Chairman Michael Guynn at 10:30 AM.